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Kenyon College Gambier

Tearjerker Rends Hearts
House Filled To Capacity

Erratum
In our issue of March 13 we
announced that Mrs Manning
was runner up in the all sports
prize at the recent faculty party This was a mistake The
runner- up was Mrs

Freshmen Play Inspires
Audience to Hisses Cheers
Friday night the Class of 1943 presented a heart
drama of the city called Ticket Of Leave Man A
house sat in a hushed silence watching the plot unfold till moved by emotions which were more than the
human heart can bear they gave vent to their feelings in a
most unmannerly fashion Indeed Mr Tausig who was unfortunate enough to play the role of the scoundrel Dalton
was periodically m danger of life and limb
The Story IS Hint ui a juiuij
On
rending
capacity

Allen Our
apologies to the parties concerned and we regret any inconvenience this error may have
caused
NEWS ED
In our issue of March 13 we
announced that Mrs Manning
was runner- up in the all sports
prize at the recent faculty party This was a mistake If however the faculty entrepreneurs
would make arrangements for
press representation the press
would be spared the necessity
of getting information by student grapevine
Ed

Ohio March 20

VACATION

No

1940

Iturbi Chooses
Poor Program
Plays Well

20

White Offers Possibilities
For Spring War In East
Imperialism Is Chief Threat
To Balkan and Turkish Peace

Performance
Is Convincing

Dr Wilber W White Dean of the Faculty and Associate
Prnfpssnr of Political Science at Adelbert College of Western
A considerable number of Ken- Reserve University spoke at the college assembly last Thurs
yon students and faculty members day on the topic
Will Spring hiring war in tne iNear
were among those who heard Miss
Amparo Iturbi play the last of the
Community Music Club concerts
in Mount Vernon last Tuesday

East

rr

White onened his talk with the comment l am not
sure I can answer this question but I may be able to give
night
He continued in saying
some indication of the possibilities
The concert program although
of the Ottoman Empire there
breakup
of
the
time
the
at
that
made up of a number of unforwas much trouoie in tne rviear

tunate choices was well- played
East and there were to answers
and reflected Miss Iturbis technito the question of what was to be
cal competence She has a genudone The great powers that were
inely thorough manner of attackhad one
continually interferring
ing her music
and plays with
The inhabanswer Imperialism
clarity and sparkle Two sonatas
itants of the area had another anby Scarlatti were the only eviConsequently
swer Nationalism
dences of her ability with good
there was much conflict There
solid music but her able and easy
was conflict between the nationalperformance of these was conism of peoples in the area there
vincing After the Scarlatta she
was conflict between the imperialincluded
Schumanns Papillons
ism of the great powers and there
Gambier Hill Is All Agog
and the Dans le Bois and Bhapwas conflict between the nationalSpeakers
Black
Dr
sodie XII by Franz Liszt in the
odds
With Thoughts Of Spring
ism of the people and the imperfirst half of her program
The young hero after suffering
ialism of the powers
Pictorially
Presented
The second part of the program
a prison term and the stigma of
At the time when the Turkish
entirely of modern muan ex- convicts label at last proves
With arms ajar Kenyon breathed Sorinsr into its collec consisted
empire started to break up it was
sic two selections La Maja et le
his mettle by aiding his old emof three parts It had
those nostrils anvwav that wprp nnt stnffWI Rossiynol and El Pelele being from
ployer With the able assistance tive nostrils
Kenyons debate team was composed
in Europe in Asia
possessions
Dalton is appreh- with colds and sloshed throuerh the vestigial snow tn Pnlm the works of her countryman
of Hawkshaw
Speaker Minor and in Africa In the BalGranados
preludes
Three
by featured in the
ended and anyone can see that sunaay
a reat oi prestidigitation
not
or the European part of the
Gershwin and the Troisieme Imcrime doesnt pay
i- iast
magazine of T K A kan
sunctay was the beginning
empire Nationalism overcame Impromptu of Faure her last num- national
The performance was well done of the Easing of the Tension the
picSpeaker carried
perialism but not without aid or
bers were well received by the The
and the young actors are to be Start of the Relaxation which is
audience These too Miss Iturbi tures olDr Black McCleary interference from the great powcomplemented With the assistance attendent upon vacations
both Sunday
ers In the long run however the
played artistically
and again
the old Music present and nearath- and
of Agnes Camp
And a
subjected peoples obtained a nomraised speculations as to what she Bell Reed and McNeill
Hall favorite and a new ingeniue welcome let- down it was for stu
could have done with a wellc- hosen
Mary Thornton the young dra- dents who have been these long Well Received
The following is the article from inal independence
program
matists presented this drama with weeks cramped within the hill
Imperialism won
In Africa
the Speaker
Tripoli
a true understanding of the emotstudiously applied to their books
the Kenyon Morocco Algeria Tunis
of
veterans
Five
ional crises
Egypt lost their independence
and surrounded by ice and other
squad carried the brunt of the and
might be called that and
Choir Presents
elemental phenomena
1939- 40 debating season and earn- if it
were taken over by the French
Spring
capitalized
Vacation
ed a co- championship in the Ohio
Italians and the English But
Chanted Service
with reverence is upon us Every
Debate Conference They were re- the
Asia Minor there was a differone is darting with vigor toward
lieved from time to time by George in
situation There both Imperand from appointments Freely
Last Sunday afternoon a num
Kopf Jams Logan John Tehan ent
and Nationalism won The
flowing beverages marked Bacch ber of students and faculty had
Robert Vance John Albach and ialism
people united themselves
annals addressed to Spring cap the pleasure of hearing the choral
Robert Easton and directed by Turkish
Kemal Ataturk in the westunder
w rev Saturady evening An an- service of Evening Prayer sung
of
W
Professor
Black
John
P G A Sponsors
ern part of Asia Minor and set up
ticipatory spirit hangs heavily in by the Kenyon Chapel Choir The
Speech
a modern Nationalist state
but
Ohio atmosphere Contrary to choir sang two anthems a simthe
College
Course
Hawke Coaches
Biggest sensation of the season the rest of Asia Minor- wps taken
ordinary Kenyon procedure cheery ple but lovely anthem by MenTgstr PGTSIS1
was the coasi8t8- SfetrgBgtPfc
greetings may be occasionally delsohn and Mozarts well- known
43 Debate Team
affirmative team Bell and Mc- Iraq has been given its independLAFAYETTE
IND
ACP
heard before breakfast
The Men
Ave Verum Corpus
history alge- Neill The latter holder of the ence by Great Britain but the
In fact Spring c w r is here delsohn was very well done with English 30 ancient
subjects of higher French clay courts championship Syrians are still arguing with the
This
years freshman debate no matter how much more snow artistic shading and variation of bra and kindred
Davis French for their independence
squad is beginning to show signs we have or how wet the campus dynamics
although the Mozart education probably will have to member of the American
third among
The was not sung poorly the arrange take a back seat at Purdue uni- Cup squad ranked
of being a presentable team ac- or the professors become
White continued in making
when the American tennis amateurs and re- theDr point
cording to Eric Hawke frosh de- Kenyon heart always keenly at ment for male voices lacked the versity next month
that in the past there
Bowl
Sugar
of
cent
winner
the
teaching
staff
of
the
Professional
bate coach
tuned to Nature advertises the satisfaction of the more usual
has been conflicting Nationalism
from
tournament
rackets
turned
Golfers
Association
of
America
advertisements mixed- chorus arrangement
in the Balkans conflicting ImperEvery afternoon at 400 the Vernal Equinox
in to take over the task of to words and ably assisted his coof
ialism in Africa and conflicting
Far more interesting than their moves
frosh and their
coach belabor supported by visceral stirrings
out
in
of
winning
six
Bell
debater
teaching
the
Boilermaker
student
a young anthem work however was the
in
and Imperialism
themselves on the timely though the Tennysoman
in the conference Nationalism
seven
debates
to
body
play
golf
how
variety
unison chanting of the psalm and
Asia Minor but since last summer
by now rather trial question
Re- mans fancy
10 to 11 are the days that tournament
April
AND only YESTERDAY
the canticles and the unaccompanied have been set aside for a general
the picture has changed He said
solved that the Federal governMcMullin McCleary anl Reed No longer is it a question whethunison chanting of the responses pow- wow on how to swing
ment should own and operate all ROBINS came
a
golf
It was a memorable musical ex club correctly the occasion being are leaders in the International er the Bulgarians will get part of
railroads
Relations Club and close students Yugoslavia no longer is it a quesperience to hear the fine unison a golf clinic first
Meets have been scheduled with
of its of politics Reed is chapter presi- tion of whether Syria will
be inchanting of the male choir and kind ever held in this thing
country
Wittenberg Ohio Wesleyan
and dent of Tau Kappa Alpha Mc- dependent of France but now it
and
to
hoped
be
choir
it
that
the
is
probably Denison
the forerunner of similar C e a r y recently distinguished is the problem of Imperialism
although the
will continue their work along this possibly
P A
Latest
mass
latter is not yet definite
to be held else- himself by gaining an award of again in the Near East
line it was a pleasant relief from where seminars
on college campuses under Excellent Honor in
The team composed of ORouke
two- part chanting which
the Chicago
poor
the
If each side in speaking of
P G A auspices
News Release
Foster Knop and McDonald will
Progression
is ordinarily done at the Sunday
the Allies and Germany and her
part
edua
The
clinic
of
broad
compete in the state tournament
The members of the
services
Professor Black A B Wabash assistants has something worth
program that is being
in Columbus April 13
choir and the director deserve cational
G A this year PhD Iowa is in his fifth year at fighting for and if each thinks
by
P
launched
the
congratulations for tEeir is expected to
a large part Kenyon where he and Mr Eric that they can win which they
Tegucigalpa Rupublica de Hon many
efforts in making this event pos- in the scheme ofplay
via If A
the pros to stim- Hawke handle the curricular and do then there is a possibility of
duras March 18
sible
ulate interest in the game among extra- curricular work in Speech a real war in the Near East
Zooming down out of the coppery
college students and thus add to
blue in a rickety old Lockneea
came
monoplane
the constantly- growing number of
Twin- engined
Jasper
followers of the ancient and honAs
that terror of Orient skies Josephorable pastime
McClurge with a load of
In cooperation with M L Cleines Josephine J Secundus and
vett recreation director at Purdue
J Tertius and Republican Chiofficials of the P G A have not
nese Propaganda
only planned a complete program
The Capital first awoke to the
for this two- day clinic but are
was
strange
something
that
fact
The College bookshop is becom
also hopeful of establishing a P
place when McClurge retaking
G A sponsored short course of
es increasingly busy these days leased millions of printed sheets
Staff Is Equal To Task
from four to six weeks duration
Under
Mrs Eastmans direction which fluttered down upon the city
in the near future
of
Heroe
and
blackNerber
the shop is
like
time
Siesta
at
Just One Big Happy Family
attempting to be of
white butterflies sort of These
real service to the
Tragedy
furnNear
students
who bore evhortations such
ishing them good books at reas- sheets
Yearbook For 1940
as Down with the Japanese and
When you go into the kitchen keep the waiters from gobbling
onable prices and helping them If you need a man to storm a
A tragedy which would have
Peirce Hall you see clouds of up all the food before they get it
of
is your man
off the service counter When they
una up their libraries
darkened the lives of all Kenyon Soon Off Press
with inex redoubt Hirohito
steam lofty racks of improbably become
too unruly he threatens
confused the poor men was averted Friday night in
somewhat
Pensive copies of the classics
large cooking tools long counters them with one of the huge knives
rioting
a
result
As
townspeople
home
of
the
House
Douglass
A further step in
this direction broke out in several places
Reveille Is
poets when gas escaping from a
spread with dishes of Cottage They try to tease him by singing
was Mrs
Eastmans announcement
cataclysmic McClurge broken water- heater was discov
his
After
Pudding and Sunshine Sauce a a sacrilegious ditty about someOutstanding
the shop intends to provide
Roger the Lodger by
Memorial
body
Andino
Evimidnight
at
the
before
landed
shortly
ered
used textbooks if any
stove about the size of a locomo- God called
students
but he deals with them very
where he disembarked to dentlv someone had been seized
to buy them on their book airport
an
like
looks
vY
a
gadget
that
tive
handling their callow
capably
The Nineteen- Forty Reveille will
be met by a cheering crowd
bv an anomalous urge to bathe
ihe present shelf of used
It werent a hard flight at all had turned up the flame in the soon be off the press This year anti- aircraft gun it turns out to witticisms as easily as he does a
woks nas about 10 or 15 different
chunk of beef
said McClurge later commenting heater and then after the bath as never before will be included be an oversize all- purpose mixer
ues every week and
We was so excited by the unusual ex- outstanding views of the Hill its
within a on his trip from Formosa
peolooking
harriedThe kitchen staff comes to work
cw weeks this
of
and
dozens
shelf will be en iust nut the old nose on the hor perience that he forgot to readjust organizations activities and stuged by 100 or 150 more
colored aprons in the middle of the night and is
ple in different
trusty
dens
our
coil
Finally
followed
broke
the
and
heater
the
izon
off on all day until well after
new books are mostly ones astrolabe Just 6 hours after For- and the water extinguished
Interesting
descriptions
o f The ones in white aprons clutch- there
the
supper Rumor has it that they
u uave Become accepted in lit- mosa disappeared
under our tail flame allowing the gas to escape places dear to the heart of all ing big tin trays are the student are all relatives but the relationerature and published less exnen Mrs McClurge hove up out of the When the discovery was made classes will be found besides in waiters
The others mostly in ships proved to be too intricate
v although some very new hold and told us dinner was ready Nerber heroically dashed into the spiring pictorials of all in Marriott blue or gray
are the Kitchen
baffling for us and we can
Staff The Chef who stands be- and
Aftpr that we et and then we dark room and shut off the gas Park
uuusuai ones are being sold
only report that they deny an abcounter
and
in
the
tween
service
Those
the
the
Alumni
who
wish
Macauley
opened
and
Thompson
ly
solutely complete interlocking of
timely after this wuz here
Wp t
s symposium is a group of
McClurge a well- known world windows and doors and turned on to keep abreast with present day stove and gets to wear the tradi- families but admit to any number
shaped
mushroomwhite
nineteenfoKenyon
In
tional
will
hnd
not
to
this
woks on Sigmund Freud Two of traveler and adventurer
lights claiming later that this was
of cousins brothers and such
Reveille not merely a cap and white apron is Roger among themselves
e
mention his constant soldiering for only sensible precautions and that rtyone
y Karen Horney
Herbie Ayres
inso
is
the
busy
He
Ayres
stereotyped
that
college
yearbook
come
but
they were preparing to make the
ln the school of thought fortunes explained he had
the muscular little man we found
whi u
was
reporter
Collegian
an
trepid
important
and
highly
de
interest
dangerous move themselves
ae men who lectured here to Teerucig- alpa to add to his
up the Sunshine Sauce is
danger of getting dishing
Im down Although this accident put the ing milestone of Kenyon publica in continual cowRogers
cousin Al Hunter who
lnomas Manns lectures pleted store of lempira
Fr w Goethe
roasts
sized
and
by
walloped
tions
for
sum
the
small
of five
plumbing of the house totally out
graduated this year from chief
and Wagner and claimed sadly
snm
the
knives
sized
butcher
saberdollars
coffeea- ndtea
The first action of his daughters of commission for twelve hours
maker to a post as
pVT Modern Library editions of
whole time of the interview
reud are also included
Josephine as soon as the great there was a singular lack of comRogers assistant is the brother
A crime prevention club has
The chief impression gained of Bob Hunter who temporarily is
Additions to the shelf of books winered bird alighted at the air plaint The Douglass House boys
when been formed by Canisius College from our relentless questioning is absent as a result of the loss of
port was to rush to the nearest also appeared phlegmatic
onomics
include
some
New
on
Deal
newstand and buy the current is they were reminded how narrowly students
that the Chef i3 an extremely some fingers in a kitchen accident
Sp econmics by such men as sup nf the Kenvon Collegian Its they had escaped being snuffed
his face grew redder a few months ago Ernie McMann
Northwestern University has a busy man
Wallace and Charles
frreat thev chorused to get back out in their beds or blown up and special foundation for the financ- and redder with his exertions
d These books
are practically tn rivilization and read about scattered in bits over Gambiers ing of efforts to promote interna- that he likes Kenyon boys and the genial dish- washer who we
sooty landscape
Continued on Page 4
Continued on Page 4
tional peace
that his chief worry is trying to
Spring Vacation

country lad who falls in among
and is drawn into
bad company
the net of crime and spirits It
tells the pathetic tale of his love
and his
for a destitute singer
struggle to get clear of the slime
into which he has allowed himself
play extolls the fair
to fall The
of that
play and relentlessness
and his
demon sleuth Hawkshaw
courage in the face of a great

Kenyon Debaters

Spring Vacation Herolded
By Arrival Of Robins

Featured In
Speaker Article

Evensong

Golf Clinic To Be
Held at Purdue

Frosh To Arg ue
Moot

Question

I

Bookshop Hums
New Stock
Crowds Shelves

Jt2

I

1

Douglas House

Near Tragedy
Neatly Averted

Kitchen Presents Wonders
To Collegian Reporter

KENYON
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why yes pango
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On The Political Front
With speculation on the third term aspirations of President Roosevelt holding the limelight collegians all over the
nation are turning to a consideration of the 1940 election
prospects of the Democratic party and are discussing the
partys possibilities with great interest
Comment on the third- term issue seems about evenly
divided with many urging the President to make up his mind
as soon as possible so the party will not be split further
Washington College Elm is most vociferous in denouncing
another term for Mr Roosevelt The life of the American
people will be imperiled by a third term candidacy for Mr
Roosevelt Our national economy and political institutions
will be destroyed War or peace we suggest that Mr Roosevelt declare his intention to obey the unwritten rule against
the third term
The University of Kansas Daily Kansan believes the
The innocent
third- term controversy serves two purposes
one of providing a safety valve by which todays anxiety
and alarm may be released and the more doubtful one of
providing an effective smoke screen that obscures all other
important events
Turning to the speculation over James A Farleys canThe Postdidacy the University of Minnesota Daily said
master General would no doubt make a formidable candidate
for the Residency being an able politician who has a strong
erBwrirliffvving- He has- a wide acquaintance throughout
the country a thorough grasp of its many diverse problems
and would give a creditable account of himself in the presidency Mr Farley is best known of course for his political
sagacity and his almost uncanny ability in divining popular
trends It is doubtful however that a man of his unquestioned political acumen would care to suffer the fate of
Alfred E Smith
The University of Texas Daily Texan predicts that
President Roosevelt could not win the nomination or the
election should Genial Jim desert him A Farley walkout
would be a blow to the White House Farley has a tremend
ous personal following a strong and genial personality he
makes and keeps friends As head of one of the most eliec
tive political machines ever developed in this country he
knows how to get results And many a delegate at the next
nomination convention will ask Jim before supporting or
opposing any candidate
Several of the college newspapers are thumping for
Cordell Hull as the next carrier of the Democratic standard
On this subject the University of Iowa Daily Iowan says
The greatest barrier to the presidency for Cordell Hull is
his age The secretary of state is 70 which doesnt appeal
to most voters As capable as Cordell Hull has been in his
political career making few enemies in the years since 1906
when he first entered Congress his age alone is enough to
keep him from getting the democratic nomination for the
presidency A second barrier to the nomination of Hull is
his relationship to Roosevelt in the party Were Roosevelt
to announce his intentions of running for a third term even
the slim chance that Hull now has to get the nomination
would fade
So while F D R is still favored by collegians in sample
polls there still is much talk about other candidates Only
time and political developments can bring an indication of
caoice of Democratic collegians ACP

Here we are at four- thirty in the morning sitting on
the floor with our backs to the wall The debris of last nights
party all around us Little Pango rubs his head speculatively Well savs Pansro after a time how do you feel I feel
fine I say confident that perjury of that kind is not punish
able I feel like talking about sometning virne mat tanes m
a lot of subjects Pango remarks narrow the field a bit Lets
talk about war I suggest thats mens talk Lets forget
about the war says Pango abruptly and lets talk about
power All right I agree lets talk about Hitler No says
Pango slowly lets forget Europe for a while and talk about
us I see I say that I cant get anywhere with you this morning Thats right agrees Pango this morning I feel like
Mussolini Hitler and Roosevelt rolled into one
Listen I object you cant include Roosevelt in a list of
that kind Why not asks Pango simply Hes not like those
other fellows I argue hes democratic Thats right says
Pango hes democratic and the other two are fascistic
Well I put in So says Pango he has to be less extreme
Explain I say
Well Pango begins knowing people and what makes
them operate is the important thing Take this case President R was elected by what he thought was a popular mandate and the same thing again in 1936 He got his brain
trusters his paper theorists people who never had had any
practical experience before All of them had good ideas but
none of them knew how to put them into operation practically Take Wallaces AAA program which was designed to put
the farm prices on a parity with city prices as he says in
a pamphlet Paths To Plenty Well continues Pango that
plan has ended by spending about a billion dollars a year
The government has stored large amounts of foodstuffs
which amounts to a controlled scarcity in order to keep farm
prices high Artificially high farm prices and a controlled
and that is called a path to plenty
scarcity of foodstuffs
Anyway says Pango thats not exactly what I started
to talk about Im still listening I say Well Pango says
when all these plans were formulated President R shoved
them through Congress Those were the rubber- stamp days
President R controlled Congress as if they were a crowd
of marionettes Then came the NRA There were a lot of
business men who were in favor of a code of conduct for
industry and business But they made one mistake They
thought that they would draw up the code themselves That
was not the Administrations idea When the steel men for
instance were assembled to draw up a code a government
man tossed printed copies of the code onto the table and
told them that was the code That was just the beginning
The NRA was defeated in the Supreme Court President R
was sore He tried to pack the Supreme Court That failed
But he did manage to appoint five of the nine Justices and
you can bet that all five agreed with him on policy
Thats the story of how the Constitution is violated constitutionally and how one branch has been able to control
both other branches The AAA the SEC the NLRB controltaxation the federal income tax and all the rest of the new
agencies are all part of a control policy
Well I ask Well says Pango thats why I included The
Great Humanitarian along with the two other great men of
this age

Although as yet it hasnt
been officially announced the
turfing season is in the offing
However if it snows before
we go to press we wont be
surprised We can envision
the tender green shoots at
first cautiously then boldly
pushing their way into the
but we
warm spring sun
digress First comes a rather
silly bit from the Pups
Conductor This train will
soon go under the river
Our favorite Old Ladys Oh
Conductor do close the window so the water wont come
in
The following was unselected from the Analysts
Did you get drunk while
you were in France
Why I was so
Drunk
drunk they called me PlasterofParis

This is our first contribution from the Pelican and it
looks like the last
He was kicked out of
school for cheating
Yeah How come
He was caught counting
his ribs in a physiology exam
Admonition to Fuzzies
Soph You want to keep
your eyes open around here
today

as they love each shudder
Exchange

This ones sorta funny
Lady I want to see some
kid gloves for my eight- year

daughter

old

Polite Clerk
white kid
Lady Sir
An Englishman

Yes maam

Farrell
on a lone

ly street late at night was
accosted by a tough looking
individual
Kindly elp a pore lonely
omeless man govner wots
got nothin in de world but a
loaded revolver and no conscientious objection to usin

it

Pup

Ditto Doesnt that

Soprano

have a large repertoire
Yes
Second Ditto
that dress makes it
worse

Bud to light this past week when
Kenyon Kronies Na 5
Cless former President of The South Leonards Lehrer revealed
an unbelieving student body
Ioata Chapter of Psi Upsilon an- to
the details of his marriage last
other active Senior in many September 16 to Miss Geraldine
phases of Kenyon life presents Kotora of Sandusky On the afterhimself for biographical sketching noon of the 16 the happy couple
this week In the event that the accompanied by Best Man Mo
reader doesnt recognize the name Tanner
and financed by good
Bud
other synonms such as friend Lou Treleavan sped westsaucer eyes or mouse might ward to Fort Wayne where the
be substituted for clearification
ceremony was solemnized in the
Mr Cless recent caricature will Episcopal church Mr Lehrer has
bear out our reasons for the above- been a frequent visitor in Sandusmentioned titles
Buds primary ky during the year and now
scene of action other than the we know our sympathies are that
enDan Emmett is in an intramural tirely with him Kenyons H F
game where he seldom misses a Strohecker when learning of
chance to join in This year he fateful move proceded at oncethis
to
has undertaken to sing with the give Mr Lehrer sound warning
Kenyon Singers a place where he Whether Mr
Lehrer will heed
should have been along time beContinued on Page Four
fore this for who could mistake
the golden harmonious voice of
Ryebuck Cless outside Leonard Middle Leonard Wins
Hall at five in the morning It is
a frequent joy for his early morn- Intramural Swim Meet
ing listeners
As to the future
Bud has one idea in mind and
taking but two firsts
that is a proposed tie- up with our in Although
yesterdays intramural swimfriend Emily
Over- ming meet Middle
viaduct
gained
street The date set is August 6 sufficient points to Leonard
nose out North
1941 why nobody knows except
for this years championthat Carroll Prosser is to be on Hanna
ship
Leonard last years
hand to extinguish the candles fol- champsSouth
took third Blacka of
lowing the ceremony Dick Brouse North Hanna
was outstanding
to roll up the carpet if hes on man of
the afternoon taking firsts
his feet and the Ryebuck Society in the fifty
and one hundred yards
has been hired to furnish the ush- free- style as
well as in the 75
ers some weddin But enough of yard
backstroke
that and to Robert Orr Cless it
Cook of Middle Leonard took a
gives us pleasure to present to first
in
220 yard breaststroke
him as personality of the week with the the
South
Leonard free- style
be so I can not contain my disS- the
Around the Town Empty relay team taking
a first in that
TUSt for such an ant- ion Tn mp Four Roses
Bottle Award
event
Middle Lonard took the
there is but one way to explain
One
Maritals
surof
most
the
Medly
Relav and Com
u ino guts
prising stories of the year came pleted the firsts with his diving
I am giving them credit for being quite sincere in what thev
said and believe that the criticism
is a just one I know what a perFOR SMART
son who is sensitive about such
things must feel like when the
SPRING ATTIRE
cuapei is usea ior rougn nousing
and I compliment them for all
except their spineless art- inn nf
WEAR
not signing their name to such
a worm wmie criticism
We will all asree that it is much
easier to hit a man from behind
ESSLEY or MARK TWAIN
and get away before he can see
wno mt mm out none of us think
SHIRTS
much of a Derson whn rtnes such
things
With a little thought I
iiniiK me writers of these letters
WEMBLEY TIES
can see that thev have hit mnnv
of the student hnrlv
from behind I dont say that they
uiu not deserve to be hit but if
you are not a big enough man to
fight for such a worthy cause in
the open you would do better to
MT VERNON
vontmued on Page 4
OHIO

DOWDS

RUDIN

and
look

Varieties

Im

He
coming in any
way
how do you open this
door
She The key is under the
mat
but please dont come
in
Record

Big Business Man Any
Any old iron
Hubby Nothing today my
wifes away
Frosh What for
B B M Any old bottles
Soph Because people will
Analyst
think youre a fool if you go
around with them shut
The newlyweds
Analyst
He Who spilled the mustard on this waffle
Shriek to Shriek
She Oh John how could
Lillian and Jim are always
This is lemon pie
going to those mystery you ed
we loved that one
plays
Well its all right as long
Continued on Page 4

rags

around the town

Letter to the Editor
Friday March 15
Dear Sir
I hope you will remember a discussion we had last year about
printing letters in the Collegian
which the writer did not sign Tonight I was quite surprised to
read two such letters reprimanding the student body for their
conduct in chapel during Matriculation I am proud to say that
though I was a part of many
things during my four years at
Kenyon which I am far from
proud of today I always behaved
as a gentleman in church Some
times I found it hard to listen to
the sermon and even went to
sleep but is no crime considering
some sermons
Before I direct my thoughts to
the WTiters of the two letters I
have mentioned I would like to
make a sincerely felt statement
If the names of the letter writers
were not printed for a reason beyond their control I apologize for
the statements I am about to
make but if they wer enot printed
because the writer wished it to

flashes from other pans

Obviously to
people
makeyou
you
like

must do some-

thing nice for
them so you

asked yourself
just what is
the nicest thing
I

CAN DO

OF COURSE
IS

THERE

JUST ONE AN-

TREAT

SWER
THEM TO

GOOD

ICE
JEWELL
DO THAT

CREAM

AND YOULL BE
PRICELESS TO

THE THOUGHT
THEM
OF YOU WILL GLOW
AND SING IN THEIR

MEMORY LONG
HOURS
Apologies

EACH DAY

To DALE

CARNEGIE

JEW ELL
ICE CREAM

Kenyon Trackmen Ignor
Nasty Spring Weather

Winter snow and ice again descended on Benson Bowl
to those of Rudie Kutler who is coaching
to add further grief
of
the Kenyon track team
edition
years
this
But this did not ninaer me scan
from practising their
a snow Golfers Limber Up
various events Calling for
Uuei
cinder
K-

nlow
he

become

again

track

passable and so showing an unthe track
usual Kenyon spirit
t7am practiced in spite of incleSo far says Kutlment weather

er There has not been enough
rood weather to tell how good the
material is for this season
The removal of Cavender and
Michels for active participation in
athletics for this season was a
Michels and
blow to the team
Cavender are capable of emassing
at least fifteen points per meet
Kutler is now looking for candiveteradates to replace these two

ns
No time

be held un-

trials will

Then

after Spring vacation

til

workouts will be held in earnest
Due to the graduation of Art
Kohler who was secretary of the
there is a vaExecutive Council
cancy in this office According to
Dean Gilbert T Hoag some student must be elected to full this
office

The

after vacation

elect-

ion is in the hands of Jim Wende
President of the student Assembly

Executive Council is comof one senior from each
of two
division und in addition
faculty members who serve as its
The
chairman and its treasurer
business affairs and the financial
policy of the Assembly are in the
Withcontrol of this committee
out the consent of this committee
may
no assessment or expenditure
be made in the name of the stuThe

posed

dent

On

If you see a divot fly past your
ear dont be alarmed It will only
be Kenyons golf team practicing
their niblick shots in preparation
for the most strenuous schedule
in the schools history Ath Dir
R J Kutler announced this morning that there would be four home
encounters and seven trips during the coming campaign
Last years popular mentor

Chuck Lord wil probably be at
the helm again this season and
he has a veteran squad with which
to work The big four of last years
outfit Jack Clements Sid Watts
John Albach and Dick Brouse
will again be on hand to defend
the purple laurels
April 20 At Miami
April 23 Kent State
April 26 At Oberlin
April 30 At Wooster
May 3 Denison
May 6 At Mt Union
May 8 At Denison
May 14 At Kent State
May 16 Wooster
May 18 Miami
May 24- 25 Conference at Toledo

Seven Meet Schedule
Faces Track Team
Fenn College Is
First Opposition

Calls For
Baseball Men
Imel

A seven- meet schedule has been
arranged for the 1940 Kenyon
track team and will be highlighted
by the Conference meet that will
be held this year at Bowling Green

Oberlin Game
Opens

All baseball prospects have been
asked to report to Coach Imel im-

spring

vacation

Then as soon as playing conditions
are acceptable
outdoor workouts
will be in order All men are being
asked to report in the best condit-

ion possible as only two weeks
of practice are left before the first
game with Oberlin
A twelve game schedule has been
arranged for the Lord nine and is

of the strongest faced by a
Purple diamond squad in recent
years The Imelmen will face one
of the finest baseball teams in collegiate circles when it faces the
one

Wittenberg outfit in
game of the season

the second

working out daily the past few
weeks but miserable weather conditions has greatly cut down on
the much- needed outdoor drills
However immediately after vacation Coach Rudie Kutler will send
all aspirants into strenuous workouts in preparation for the first
meet of the season which will be
held on the Benson Field cinders
with the opposition being offered
by Fenn College of Cleveland
The schedule
April 20 Fenn
April 27 At Otterbein
May 3 Capital
May 8 At Wittenberg
May 18 At Allegheny
May 22 At Findlay
May 24- 25 Conference meet at
Bolwing Green

The schedule
April 16 Oberlin
April 20 At Wittenberg
April 22 Capital
April 26 Otterbein
April 30 Denison
May
4 At Otterbein
May 7 At Denison
May 15 At Capital
May
18 At Ashland
May
21 Wooster
May
24 Ashland
May
27 At Oberlin

7 North Main

Middle Leonard
Sweeps the Court

BARRY

Coach Chuck Imel will take
three of his Ollt St A nriin tr mprmon
Capt Bill Griffin Bob Tanner and
omeetn to JNew Haven Conn
for the Natl Intercollegiate events
which will be held in the Vnlp
pool on March 22 The Lord swim
mers win participate in the medley
relay as well as their own specialties and great things are expected
of them by the red- headed mentor
A new tennis stroke developer
has been obtained by the athletic
department and any student is
free to use it
The tennis schedule as announced last week is far
from final as serious attempts are
being made to book an encounter
with the Ohio State netters The
Scarlet should make some good
practice fodder for Don and the
boys
TT appears that the trustees were satisfied with the athletic accomplishments
if any
during the past year in view of
the fact that new contracts have
been awarded to all members of
the athletic department for the
1940- 41
term Such confidence
should inspire
the coaches to
greater heights
Head Coach
Hafeli received some more bad
luck in that nearly all his spring
football plans were ruined by that
dear old lady Mother Nature
In addition to attempts to procure
the Mt Vernon football plant efforts are now being made to obtain the running track of the high
school in Vernon for a couple of
the Lord meets for this spring
There are rumors of a big trip
for the Kenyon mermen for the
1940- 41 campaign
Attempts are
being made to book engagements
with Slippery Rock and Carnegie
Tech when the Lords journey to
Pitt next winter
Bill Black
sensational frosh free styler broke
100the
yard record by nearly two
seconds in last weeks intramural
qualifiers
Something very interesting and also expected is the
fact that all Lord schedules for
this spring are without engagements a week before and after the
spring dance It has always been
a great mystery to this department
why such a thing is done
Wonder if the Lord frosh athletes are
going to ask for shorter working
hours such as are being demanded
by the fuzzies at Pitt

Middle Leonards A and B squads
are making mincemeat out of all
their opposition in their respective
leagues in the 1940 intramural
In four
campaign
basketball
games played so far this season
the two teams members of the
white leagues have gone without
a blemish on their records
In the purple loop the class A
teams are led by the South Hanna
while the class B squads are paced by a strong South Leonard outfit

STANDINGS
Class A
WHITE LOOP
M

E W
W W
N L
PURPLE LOOP
S H

1

3
2
2

L

1

Class B
WHITE LOOP
M L

W

L

2
2
0
0

0
1

2

0
1
2
2

H

N H
M H
PURPLE
S L
W W

1

0
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swing fans on this here campus
I the middle- man will give the
dope on the new records and offer a few humble comments then
Mt Vernon Coca- Cola
133 So MAIN STREET
it is up to you as a group to pass
Bottling Co
the final judgement on them The
Mt Vernon Ohio
records listed here are available
or can be ordered and received HEHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEElaEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEl
within one week
o
The first of the really new and M
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provisations on that instrument
are excellent
Mr C Barnet comes splashing
through with a new disc called
The Dukes Idea
and
The
Counts Idea These two tunes are
a take- oft from Ellington
and
Continued on Page Four
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YOUR BEST EXERCISE AND

ENTERTAINMENT

Isalys Dairy Store

m

109 South Main Street
NEWLY REMODELED
GRILL AND LUNCHEON SERVICE
FOUNTAIN SPECIALS

j

El

IB1EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEIS S EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEESEEEEEEEEI

VICTOR RECORDS
The sign of the Newest Dance Hits
Youll have hours of endless enjoyment with
the Latest Releases

Street

KNECHT- FEENEY ELEC CO
Paradise Lunch Shoppe
Fine Wines Beer and

Plate Lunch
UNDER

HOTEL CURTIS

Mount Vernon Ohio

6 South Main St
KHE1

EBEBEISEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEJ
I IV H
I HK

All

IS

Candy Shop

Restaurant
Soda Grill
OHIO
VERNON
MT

Hj

1

JhM
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Station

Jammarons

THE HOME of FRIENDLY
SERVICE

I

THATS THE WORD

it

FOR

Exide Batteries
Goodyear Tires
Gulf Petroleum Products
Complete Service

Dry Cleaning

Pressing
Repairing
Gambler

W

L

unusual swing discs is a little
number by Larry Clinton called
B6481
Study in Surrealism
This disc again demonstrates Mr
Cs amazing arranging ability It
is a good solid number all the way
through building up to a terrific
The
climax in the last chorus
rhythm is really solid a brilliant
clarinet solo included This is one
of his best in months
solidThe next little bit of
sending goes to Roy Eldridge for
Voc 3577
his Hecklers Hop
If there wasnt anything in the
record but his trumpet it would
still be worth the money for Eldridge is nothing short of magnificent
If you go in for slow low- down
blues then Fats Wallers record
is
of Georgia Rocking Chair
The
the one for you B- 102S8
piano is well up to Waller standard and lots of good rythm make
it very easy to take
comes
The Goodman sextet
through with a new and unusual
arrangement of the old standard
Col 35254
Rose Room
It is
a good piece of swing If you like
to hear a swing guitar the im

El

Mt Vernon Ohio

JACOBS SHOE
REPAIR SHOP
AND

Stage

In Final

BYLINES

GEM LAUNDRY

THE

Sohio Service

and

Members of the squad have been

Seasons

mediately after

Kenyonjanps

Intramural Basketball

HEADLINES

FRED

Snow Plow Used To Open
Track For Early Pratctice
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DAVY TIRE CO

200 West High Street
Phone 1122

BEER
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SALE ON WINTER APPAREL
GLOVES
SWEATERS
FLANNEL SHIRTS
SOCKS

The College Shop

C

OuRPKJSlNG in its delicious
goodness
in its genuine old- time smack and
flavor
Berghoff is brewed today the same as
k was more than fifty years ago the slow oldfashioned way For a pleasant surprise
one
that youTl want to repeat again and again ask

COLLEGE
SERVICE STATION
SHELL PRODUCTS

for Berghoff Beec
fw

Owned and Operated by

Kenyon Students

g

BERGHOFF BREWING CORPORATION
FORT WAYNE

MT

VERNON

BEVERAGE

Phone 585

in-

INDIANA
COMPANY
Mt Vernon
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Heres a beaut from Var
Hovj did you break your
ieties
leg
A Bostonian sub- deb named
I threw a ciguret into a
Brooks
on
it
manhole and stepped

Whose hobby was reading
sex books
Ensnared her a Cabot
Who looked like a rabbit
And deftly lived up to his

According to the guys that
know there are seven kinds
of humor Be that as it may
college publication use only
sex

looks

NOVELTY OF THE WEEK
This platter is not exactly new
but if you dont have it your colRagtime
lection is not complete
Voc 4901
Eddie
Cowboy Joe
Howard does a fine job on the vocal with the band helping out
So there you have it if not too
much wrath has not been aroused
shall be here next week

vombinat10n ofysAmd

lL

Kitchen Wonders

Surprise Reporter

around the town
has not yet been
these waning
revealed at the time of writing
Exposure was made
Politicf
this week of one of the most daring attempts at monopoly in the
The
history of Kenyon politics
Klan
facts are these 1 Kenyon Slug2
held annual election
of College Shop
ger Stevens
made President 3 College Shop
owes Klan twenty- five bucks Authorities were quiet as to what
steps will be taken following this
unprecedented Klan- College Shop
merger
At last weeks meetMedicine
ing of the R F Medical Society
of Gambier the usual business was
taken up Then without further
ado an astounding new case in
was announced
medical annaus
Dr Z of the Society reported Mc-to
colleaques the case of R D
Cleary of this village who while
during the process of ingestion
preceded to allow his tongue to
follow the food down his alimenRescue workers retary canal
vived this essential organ and Mr
McCleary talks as much as ever
seems like almost more
snows
Springtime
L Amour
failed to squelch the love of Morris Loving of Gambier Ohio this
past weekend as he once again
spent a lovely evening with the
charming Miss Tony Alexander
Loving reports to have found two
delightfully secluded eating places
in downtown Columbus where he
and Miss Alexander might coo to
one another without the boorish
interference often met with in
Gambier
Died this week at the
Demise
age of Five Weeks was the wellknown member of the order GalAbraham St Valentine
liformes
Cohen son of Abie Cohen of the
Peirce Hall bargain basement and
godson of Mr Nick Rivere and
Miss Marjorie Meyer Abraham
was taken to Mt Vernon Tuesday
afternoon suffering from intestinal disorders and early Wednesday
morning was murdered by a rat
Various members of the rat race
biE- gied lor questioning
Services were held in the 2nd floor
lavatory of South Leonard with
The Ripe Reverent Louie Treleaven officiating Many close friends
attended
Of especial inBlacks mithing
terest to Juniors and Seniors who
knew her and of interest to those
undergraduates who do not is the
Anvil
revelation that Ceila of
Chorus fame has again joined us
and again lives at her old home
in Gambier
In years gone by
Ceila has entertained us with after supper songs from the porch of
her home and OTHER delightful
things Twas for her that the lovely anvil chorus was sung in our
fathers times and too more recently
Failure One of the biggest failures yet to be recorded in Gambier social circles occurred this
past week in the person of John
Brockus Ellis well- known eligible
young socialite The dawn of the
new semester saw John nightly
setting out for Pilottis there to
enjoy his quota of 2 Qts Berghoff 1 order Spaghetti and home
again Week in and week out his
routine continued This past week
he failed Observers reported his
first absence in 36 Days on Thursday night

COLLEGIAN

Continued from Page

Official Openings Reports from
North Hanna Hall report the official recognition Saturday night of
famous Bock Beer Season that
enjoyable season when the brew
becomes a deepened brown
The occasion the initiation of the
Messers Holt and Shaw into the
bonds of Phi Kappa Sigma
Supper- Dancing Socialites were
delighted this past week to greet
at a local night- spot a handsome
young foursome Tony and Ellen
Eastman Elsie Densmore and gay
young Holbrook McNeil who enat a
joyed dining and dancing
particular rendezvous In wolfing
garb at one point in the evening
was Collegians Ted Cobby who
reports
Ellen and I were about
to leave the floor after a very
quiet dance when some jive artist
inserted a nickel in the fastest
piece in the machine said Ellen
to me come on Ted lets swing
They did
out
Vital Statistics Unearthed by
the writer this week were the following amazing facts of interest
to all Kenyon men who feel
theyre in a bad way Mac Frye
night watchman for the College
reports he has worked here for
fifteen years and 365 nights a
year walking on the average of
five miles a night Therefore Mr
Frye has walked in that time
about one and one- seventh times
around the earth or 25815 miles
which really isnt so bad To continue he has counted 1562 steps
that he climbs in a night with the
average step height of six inches
actually seven inches
but its
Thereeasier to figure this way
fore in one year he climbs 285065
feet or in the fifteen years he
climbs 1995455 feet Mt Everest
highest
mountain in the World
rises to 29141 feet Therefore Mac
more
has climbed Mt Everest
than 66 times quite a climb Following still further the number
of feet hi has climbed is equivalent to 377 miles and the same
number of miles walked down
Now the earth his a radius of
4000 miles meaning that this
would be downtown Hell so to
speak Mac Frye has walked down
377 miles as shown above and
therefore may be said to be just
37 miles near to Hell than any
Kenyon student which indeed is
a relief to know So now that our
souls have been saved we may go
on our vacation with open hearts
until the downs come out

Discussin Swing

1

discovered wrapping himself in
several layers of towels and
aprons against the splash and
steam is related around in some
way which we could not exactly
determine Ernies assistant is Bob
the
Stahl known as Ambrose
brother of Ken Stahl who is the
present beverage man Ross Wilson head pan- washer and Mrs
chief pan- cake
Donna Ransom
maker claim that they are not
related to anybody
The Collegian news- hound was
unable to gain any further information due to a sudden avalanche
of screaming student waiters who
ran in and began throwing platters off their trays all over the
place as if they were emptying
gravel out of wheel- barrows The
kitchen staff met this situation
with a renewed burst of energy
apparently firm in a belief that it
was possible for human striving
to restore order to such chaos
The reporter wrapped his arms
about his ears and fled

if
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With New Activity
Continued from Page

1

all by contemporary authors
Books by faculty members cant
be kept in stock Mr Ransoms
The Worlds Body and Chills and
Fever and Dr Coffins recent
John Donne and the Neiv Philosophy are sold as fast as they are
put on the book shelves

games

anywhere

V

J id

imMtrf

Continued From Page Two

DEFINITELY MILDER
COOLER- SMOKING

forget the incident I ame sure
that a worthy cause can always
be fought for better in the open

Basie The arrangements are fine
with Barnets sax which is sensational predominant throughout
Glenn Miller adds two dressed
up oldies to his list of kills This
time they are Whos Sorry Now
B- 10486
and Melancholy Baby
B- 10423
These are two very
good arrangements to dance to
with the melody always on top
RECORD OF THE WEEK the
top honors fo to Glenn Miller and
his Tuxedo Junction
BL0612
This record is slow with a faint
melody throughout with beautiful
rnytnm is slow and
soios
pounding
The type you would
expect to find in the wilds of
Africa It is a typical example of
Miners versality and ability

BETTER-

TASTING

You can look the country over and
you wont find another cigarette that rates
as high as Chesterfield for the things that
smokers really want

Chesterfields RIGHT COMBINATION of the
worlds best cigarette tobaccos is way out
in front for mildness for coolness
Copyright 1940
Liggett Myers Tobacco Co

re

R V Headington
Super Service Station

and for

better taste
WHY SEND YOUR LAUNDRY HOME
WE OFFER
PROFESSIONAL LAUNDRY SERVICE
3 DAY SERVICE
CALL FOR IT AND DELIVER IT
LOWEST PRICES

i
m

Dependable Products
Reliable Service
Corner Vine
Mulberry Streets
Phone 907 M

Lormor Straus
SOUTH LEONARD

Mt Vernon
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FINE LUNCHES

DINNERS

B

j

SHORT ORDERS

SMITHS DINER

Pleasant Companionship
an appetizing snack
and a bottle of

Meet Your Claw Mates

THE SUNSET CLUB
IMHIUMT
1

HllTllrll

WIEDEMANS

PITKINS

And Your Friends At

2 FLOOR

a combination
match

that you cant

Letter to the Editor

and above board
I hope that I have made my
thoughts clear to all and especially to the two people who wrote the
letters to the editor of the Collegian about the student bodies
action in the chapel during matri
culation 1 am sure that I would
feel quite hurt if my name was
not signed to a letter which I
thought worthy of sending to the
editor of a paper
Sincerely
William M Allen II
Kenyon 39

1
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Ruth Marjorie Betty
Isabel and Helene of
W Hempstead L I
coached by their father
have won 80 out of 84

STUDENTS
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The Hill Sisters
Queens of Basketball

Formerly Horton

BEER
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PROVISION

STORE

FINE BEER

THE BEST IN FOODS

WINE

133-

FOOD

to top it off

137 South Main Street
Mt Vernon Ohio

You Will Enjoy It

SHOWS 2

AND

DANCE ORCHESTRA

FOUNDED IN MOUNT VERNON

Distributed by

OHIO IN 1869

Saturday and Sunday Night
Chicken

Steak

BY APPOINTMENT

Chop

Mt Vernon Beverage Company

asto
u acle

Dinners
PHONE 2063 B

Last

Mt Vernon
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